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PIA PERIPHERAL INTERFACE LINES 

The PIA provides two 8-bit bidirectional data buses and 
four interrupt/ control lines for interfacing to peripheral 
devices. 

Section A Peripheral Data (PAO-PA7) - Each of the 
peripheral data lines can be programmed to act as an input or 
output. This is accomplished by setting a "1" in the cor
responding Data Direction Register bit for those lines which 
are to be outputs. A "0" in a bit of the Data Direction 
Register causes the corresponding peripheral data line to act 
as an input. During an MPU Read Peripheral Data Operation, 
the data on peripheral lines programmed to act as inputs ap
pears directly on the corresponding MPU Data Bus lines. In 
the input mode, the internal pullup resistor on these lines 
represents a maximum of 1.5 standard TTL loads. 

The data in Output Register A will appear on the data lines 
that are programmed to be outputs. A logical "1" written in
to the register will cause a "high" on the corresponding data 

line while a "0" results in a "low." Data in Output Register A 
may be read by an MPU "Read Peripheral Data A" operation 
when the corresponding lines are programmed as outputs. 
This data will be read properly if the voltage on the 
peripheral data lines is greater than 2.0 volts for a logic "1" 
output and less than 0.8 volt for a logic "0" output. Loading 
the output lines such that the voltage on these lines does not 
reach full voltage causes the data transferred into the MPU 
on a Read operation to differ from that contained in the 
respective bit of Output Register A. 

Section B Peripheral Data (PBO..PB7l - The peripheral 
data lines in the B Section of the PIA can be programmed to 
act as either inputs or outputs in a similar manner to PAQ. 
PA7. They have three-state capabiity, allowing them to enter 
a high-impedance state when the peripheral data line is used 
as an input. In addition, data on the peripheral data lines 



PBO-PB7 will be read properly from those lines programmed 
as outputs even if the voltages are below 2;0 volts for a 
"high" or above 0.8 V for a "low". As outputs, these lines 
are compatible with standard TTL and may also be used as a 
source of at least 1 milliampere at 1.5 volts to directly drive 
the base of a transistor switch. 

Interrupt Input (CA1 and CB1) - Peripheral input lines 
CA1 and CB1 are input only lines that set the interrupt flags 
of the control registers. The active transition for these 
signals is also programmed by the two control registers. 

Peripheral Control (CA2) - The peripheral control line 
CA2 can be Programmed to act as an interrupt input or as a 

peripheral control output. As an output, this line is compati
ble with sta.ndard TTL; as an input the internal pullup resistor 
on this line represents 1 .5 standard TTL loads. The function 
of this signal line is pfogrammed with Control Register A. 

. Peripheral Control (CB2) - Peripheral Control line CB2 
may also be programmed to act as an interrupt input or 
peripheral control output. As an input, this line has high in
put impedance and is compatible with standard TTL. As an 
output it is compatible with standard TTL and may also be 
used as a source of up to 1 milliampere at 1.5 volts to directly 
drive the base of a transistor switch. This line is programmed 
by Control Register B. 

INTERNAL CONTROLS 

INITIALIZATION 

A RESET has the effect of zeroing all PIA registers. This 
will set PAO-PA7, PBO-PB7, CA2 and CB2 as inputs, and all 
interrupts disabled. The PIA must be configured during the 
restart program which follows the reset. 

There are six locations withi·n the PIA accessible to the 
MPU data bus: two Peripheral Registers, two Data Direction 
Registers, and two Control Registers. Selection of these 
locations is controlled by the RSO and RS1 inputs together 
with bit 2 in the Control Register, as shown in Table 1. 

Details of possible configurations of the Data Direction 
and Control Register are as follows: 

TABLE 1- INTERNAL ADDRESSING 

Control 
Regis1er 611 

RS1 RSO CRA·2 CRB·2 Location Selected 

0 0 1 X Peripheral Register A 

0 0 0 x· Data Dorection Register A 

0 1 X X Control Register A 

1 0 X 1 Peripheral Register B 

1 0 X 0 Data D~rection Register B 

1 1 X X Control Register B 

X = Don't Care 

PORT A-B HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS 

As shown in Figure 17, the MC6821 has a pair of 1/0 ports 
whose characteristics differ greatly. The A side is designed 
to drive CMOS logic to normal30% to 70% levels, and incor
porates an internal pullup device that remains connected 
even in the input mode. Because of this, the A side requires 
more drive current in the input mode than Port B. In con
trast, the 8 side uses a normal three-state NMOS buffer 
which cannot pullup to CMOS .levels without external 
resistors. The B side can drive extra loads such as Darl
ingtons without problem. When the PIA comes out of reset, 
the A port represents inputs with pullup resistors, whereas 
the B side (input mode also) will float high or low, depending 
upon the load connected to it. 

Notice the differences between a Port A and Port B read 
operation when in the output mode. When reading Port A, 
the actual pin is read, whereas the B side read comes from an 
output latch, ahead of the actual pin. 

CONTROL REGISTERS ICRA and ·CAB) 

The two Control R~isters tCRA and CRBl allow the MPU 
to control the operati'on of the four peripheral control lines 
CA1, CA2, CB1, and CB2. In addition they allow the MPU to 
enable the interrupt lines and monitor the status of the inter
rupt flags. Bits 0 through 5 of the two registers may be writ
ten or read by the M PU when the proper chip select and 
register select signals are applied. Bits 6 and 7 of the two 
registers are read only and are modified by external interrupts 
occurring on control lines CA 1, CA2, CB 1, or CB2. The for
mat of the control words is shown in Figure 18. 

DATA DIRECTION ACCESS CONTROL BIT ICRA-2 and 
CRB-2) 

Bit 2, in each Control Register (CRA and CRBI. deter
mines selection of either a Peripheral Output Register or the 
corresponding Data Direction E Register when the proper 
register select signals are applied toRSO and RS1. A "1" in 
bit 2 allows access of the Peripheral Interface Register, while 
a "0" causes the Data Direction Register to be addressed. 

Interrupt Flags ICRA-8, CRA-7, CRB-8, and CRB-7) -
The four interrupt flag bits are set by active transitions of 
signals on the four Interrupt and Peripheral Control lines 
when those lines are programmed to be inputs. These bits 
cannot be set directly from the MPU Data Bus and are reset 
indirectly by a Read Peripheral Data Operation on the ap
propriate section. 

Control of, CA2 and CB2 Peripheral Control Lines (CRA-3, 
CRA-4, CAM, CRB-3, CRB-4, and CRB-5) - Bits 3, 4, and 
5 of the two control registers are used to control the CA2 and 
CB2 Peripheral Control lines. These bits determine if the con
trol lines will be an interrupt input or an output control 
signal. If bit CRA-5 tCRB-51 is low, CA2 tCB2) is an interrupt 
input line similar to CA1 !CB1l. When CRA-5 (CRB-5) is 
high, CA2 ICB2) becomes an output signal that may be used 
to control peripheral data transfers. When in the output 
mode, CA2 and CB2 have slightly different loading 
characteristics. 



Control of CA1 and CB1 lntenupt Input Unes ICRA-0, 
CRB-0, CRA-1, and CRB-11 - The two lowest-order bits of 
the control registers are used to control the interrupt input 
lines CA1 and CB1. Bits CRA-0 and CRB-0 are used to 

enable the MPU interrupt signals IRQA and IRQB, respec
tively. Bits CRA-1 and CRB-1 determine the active transition 
of the interrupt input signals CA 1 and CB 1. 

FIGURE 17 - PORT A AND PORT B EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
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FIGURE 18 - EXPANDED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Determine Active CA1 ICB11 Treneltlon for Setting 
Interrupt Flag IRQAlBI1 - (bit 7} 
bl ~o: IROAIBI1 set by high-to-low transition on CAl 

ICBll 

bl = 1: IROAIBI1 set by low-to-high transition on CA 1 
ICBll. 

IROAIBI 1 Interrupt Flag (bit 71 

Goes high on active transition of CAl ICBll; Automa-. 
tically cleared by MPU Read of Output Register AIBI. 
May also be cleared by hardware Reset. 

__ L 
b7 

Control Register IROAIBil 
Flag 

b6 
IRQAIBI2 

Flag 

IROA(BI2 Interrupt Flag lbit 61 

b5 I 

When CA2 ICB21 is an input, IROAIBI goes high on ac
tive transition CA2 ICB21; Automatically cleared by 
MPU Read of Output Register AIBI. May also be 
cleared by hardware Reset. 

CA2 ICB21 Established as Output lb5= 11: IROA\Bl 
2•0. not affected by CA2 ICB21 transitions. 

I 
CA2lCB21 Established as Outl)ut by b5= 1 

b4 

CA2 ICB2l 
Control 

I Note that operation of CA2 and CB2 output 
b6 b4 b3 functions are not identical) 

- - f----. CA2 

1 0 b3=0: Read Strobe with CA1 Restore 
CA2 goes low on first high-to-low 
E transition following an MPU read 
of Output Register A; returned high 
by next active CA 1 transition, as 
specified by bit 1 . 

b3= 1: Read Strobe with E Restore 

L....., CB2 

CA2 goes low on first high-to-low 
E transition following an MPU re_ad 
of Output Register A; returned high 
by next high· to-low E transition dur
ing a deselect. 

b3 = 0: Write Strobe with CB 1 Restore 
CB2 goes low on first low:to·high 
E transition following an MP·u write 
into Output Register B; returned 
high by the next active CB 1 transi
tion as specified by bit 1. CRB-b7 
must first be cleared by a read of 
data. 

b3 = 1 : Write Strobe with E Restore 
CB2 goes low on first low-to-high 
E transition following an MPU write 
into Output Register B; returned 

b5 b4 b3 high by the next low-to-high E tran---L sition following an E pulse which 
occurred while the part was de
selected. 

1 1 Set/ReNt CA2 lCB21 

CA2 ICB21 goes low as MPU writes 
b3 = 0 into Control Register. 

CA2 ICB21 goes high as MPU writes 
b3= 1 into Control Register. 

I b3 

FIGURE 18 - CONTROL WORD FORMAT 

CA1 lCB111nterrupt Request Enable/Disable 

bO=O: Disables IROAIB) MPU Interrupt by CAl 
ICB 1) active transition .1 

bO= 1: Enable IROAIBI MPU Interrupt by CAl ICB1l 
active transition. 

1. IRQAIBI will occur on next IMPU generated) positive 
transition of bO if CAl ICBll active transition oc· 
curred while interrupt was disabled. 

b2 

DDR 
Access 

l 

bl I 
CAl ICBll 

Control 

bO 

Determines Whether Data Direction Register Or Output 
Register is Addressed 
b2=0: Data Direction Register selected. 
b2 = 1: Output R agister selected 

CA2lCB21 Established as Input by b5=0 

,tgi t~ b3 

0 L CA2 ICB21 Interrupt Request Enable/ Disable 
b3=0: Disables IROAIBl MPU Interrupt by 

CA2 I CB2l active transition. • 

b3= 1: Enables IROAIBI MPU Interrupt by 
CA2 ICB2l active transition. 

'iRQA(BI Will occur on next IMPU generat· 
ted} positive transition of b3 if CA2 (CB21 
active transition occurred while interrupt 
was disabled. 

.....__-l., Determines Active CA2 lCB21 Transition for 
Setting Interrupt Fleg IRQA(B}2 - (Bit b6} 

b4=0: IRQAIBI2 set by high-to-low transi
tion on CA2 ICB21. 

b4= 1: IROAIBI2 set by low-to-high trans1· 
tion on CA2 ICB21. 


